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Strategies in plant identification and sensing plant 
adaptation to hostile habitats

In the past decades, much scientific attention has been spent to the development of biomedical 
engineering devices and sensors applicable to humans in health and disease. At the same time, 

biology of eukaryotic cells including stem cells developed to an extend that nowadays we are able to 
think about curing diseases which we could not think of any time before. Many of us, scientists the 
same as engineers, are proud of these developments. However, mankind needs food, drinking water, 
and healthy living environments.  In the past years we shed parts of our attention to ‘sensing’ - solutions 
in crop sciences, plant growths, and plant disease identification and -fighting. Topics of the talk will 
include examples of automated sensing  devices and data for identifying plant cultivars from sensing 
cross—sectional and top-view leave structures. The talk also will include strategies to investigate in vitro 
as well as in vivo the potential of scanners to evaluate the effect of hostile habitats and environmental 
plant stress. As result of a cooperative project with KACST, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia we present as good 
example data on palm tree gender and variety recognition. We will also include sensing water uptake 
of plants, time constants of water transport in leaves, plant leave volume and geometry - a ‘water’ and 
‘palm tree’- issue which might be of high impact in particular in and around Las Vegas, Nevada, our 
conference site.
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